
ADVANCED CONTROL 
SYSTEMS

FUNCTIONALITY DEEP-DIVE SERIES
Issue One: Router Control 



Every customer has their own work�ows and challenges to 
address; users should be able to leverage the full capabili-
ties of their systems. In this series of How-To Guides, we 
will help engineers understand how to con�gure systems 
with added-value functionality to help solve issues in exist-
ing and future projects. 

Customers will be able to use a control platform as a simple uni�ed 
system to deliver professional output and make simple day-to-day 
modi�cations without the need for expensive support calls. 

This How-To Guide showcases TSL’s Router Control capabilities.

SCENARIO

Imagine that users need to be able to manage signal routes through-
out a facility via an operational control interface between the sources 
and destinations. This might include routing video, audio and data 
signals between the various elements of a network. You might need 
to:

•  Route a camera signal to a vision mixer, as well as through other  
    processors, before it arrives at its destination
•  Have an external event trigger a complete recon�guration of a  
    multi-router setup
•  Route several sources simultaneously
•  Make set routes or multiple routes via a single button press.

Users need a system that will send a signal precisely where it’s 
needed to maintain clear and ef�cient production. TSL’s router con-
trol functionality provides the �exibility and control to build an appro-
priate signal path for any given operation. 

This guide provides in-depth instructions on how to:

•  Set up targeted signal routing between a System Controller and a  
    Router using TSL’s TallyMan software
•  Design a user-friendly virtual panel (TMVP) that will help operators 
    use the platform as a simple uni�ed system delivering professional 
    output
•  Use the con�gured Router to connect to a physical TallyMan  
    Control Panel (TMCP).
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First, we need to set up the system. Now we can configure the router 
to our configuration. 



1. SET UP ROUTER CONTROL

Set the type to the correct protocol for 
your router and set the size. 

Setup the communication settings 
for the router. 



1. SET UP ROUTER CONTROL

Write the configuration to the TallyMan 
System Controller.

Connect to the system controller to 
check the router is connected. 



2. SET UP VIRTUAL PANEL

Note: This procedure requires that you connect to a different IP port.

2. SET UP VIRTUAL PANEL

Add a port in TallyMan for the Virtual 
Panels to connect to. 
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2. SET UP VIRTUAL PANEL

Open up TMVP Software to setup Virtual Panels 
that will connect to the TallyMan Controller. 

Save the system file 
soVirtual Panel (TMVP) 
can use it later.
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2. SET UP VIRTUAL PANEL

Now that TMVP and the TallyMan controller are connected, 
lets begin making a router control panel. 
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2. SET UP VIRTUAL PANEL



The software is designed to allow you to be creative 
and with practice, you can easily add more functionality. ROUTER PANEL EXAMPLE



Contact our international team

TSL Products operates globally

For further details about our product range and where to buy please visit:

www.tslproducts.com

TSL Sales: +44 (0)1628 564 610
E-mail: enquiries@tslproducts.com
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